
Nottingham Castle 
 
Nottingham’s historic Castle is being transformed. 
The ambitious £30 million redevelopment will see 
additions to the site including a new visitor centre
and two new galleries housed within an extension
to the Ducal Palace. 

When work is completed, the Castle will be the major tourist destination in
the East Midlands and a must-see heritage site complete with vivid and compelling
digital experiences retelling the stories of Robin Hood and Rebellion.

More people will want to come and visit the Castle over the coming years and this
will have an impact on the surrounding area.

We want to hear your views on how the operation of coach pick up and drop off
points and the Castle land train will be managed.

Please have your say in this consultation.

In its first year of operation following its planned re opening in early 2021, the Castle
hopes to attract around 400,000 visitors with a target of 325,000 in the years
thereafter.

The changes we are proposing to support increased visitor flow and accessibility
within the surrounding area are set out in the following pages. 

Heritage resurfacing of the damaged turning circle will take place at the top of
Castle Road as part of the works.

We have tried as far as we can take into account the impact on local residents and
businesses. However, during this consultation, we want to hear as many views as
possible so we can make informed decisions on our proposals.

Proposals
Coach drop off and pick up        
Land Train



Physical works to widen the carriageway to create the space for coaches  
Retention of 8 trees with removal of 5 trees       
Reduction in the width of the northern footway       

Coach drop off and pick up

Suitable provision needs to be made for visitors to be dropped off and picked up from
coaches. Visitors will want to be either dropped off near the main castle gates (with level
easy access) (see North / Castle Gate Area) or near Brewhouse Yard cottages (see
Peveril Drive) – depending on their scheduled visit and plan for the day.

We anticipate 4 coaches per day at each location, with 15 minutes required to drop off
and pick up visitors. The drop off times are likely to be early to mid-morning and early
afternoon. These are short period coach drop off/pick up bays only. Coaches won’t
overlay or park at these bays for long periods of time.

North / Castle Gate Area - Friar Lane

A 2 bay coach area is proposed on Friar Lane which will provide a direct link with the
main entrance to the Castle. The changes are summarised as follows:

To support the proposals it is proposed to implement a no-entry on Standard Hill on the
approach to Friar Lane. This will reduce the number of vehicular movements on Friar
Lane and simplify traffic movements, benefitting pedestrians.

Access to Friar Lane and the businesses/ residents on the northern section of Castle
Road will be maintained from Maid Marian Way/ Friar Lane.

Traffic regulation orders will be required to implement the no-entry and implement the
coach parking spaces.  This is formal process and the proposals will be advertised and
comments will be sought.

All cycle routes will be retained and additional cycle parking will be provided.

In-keeping with City Council policy, the tree removals would result in 2 for 1 replanting at
other city locations (so 10 new trees to replace 5).



Friar Lane coach drop off and
pick up proposal



Friar Lane existing
arrangement



Physical works to kerbs to create the turning space for coaches and the passenger
boarding areas
Trimming of trees
Resurfacing of footways      
Removal of parking bays       
Creation of 2 coach parking spaces
All traffic movements are retained

Peveril Drive Coach Drop Off and Pick Up Proposal

A 2-bay coach area is proposed on Peveril Drive which will provide a direct link with the
land train at Brewhouse Yard. These are short period coach drop off/pick up bays only.
Coaches won’t overlay or park at these bays for long periods of time.

The changes are summarised as follows:
        

Traffic regulation orders will be required to remove the parking and implement the coach
parking spaces. This is formal process and the proposals will be advertised and
comments will be sought.



Peveril Drive coach parking proposal



Peveril Drive existing arrangement



Land train

An important element of the scheme required by visitors was to improve accessibility
across the site. To do this a land train will operate between Brewhouse Yard Cottages
and the Ducal Palace, the highest point on the Castle site. The land train is electric and
will carry up to 35 passengers including a wheelchair.

Purpose
Accessibility has been a constant and key outcome of the Castle project both in terms of
how visitors access the site and how they experience and travel through the visitor
experience. Access and Mobility assessments have been undertaken. 
 
Operation and background
Nottingham Castle is situated on top of a sandstone rock to the west of the city centre.
As with many castles the immediate surrounding area provides a challenge to those that
are disabled or less mobile.
 
The walk from the Gatehouse to the Ducal Palace is via a number of paths all of which
gain height of approx. 20 metres in order to be on the same level as the entrance doors.
All the paths have sections that are steep (greater than 1:10), and there are not
handrails to assist on all of the paths. Access is therefore a challenge for some of the
visitors.
 
The site is also split over two levels – to the south of the site are the Brewhouse Yard
Cottages at the foot of Castle Road. These are part of the destination and will be open
to the public providing access to the cottages which are built into the rock face behind.

The exit point from the caves that come down from the main site are also adjacent to
the cottages. Currently visitors at Brewhouse Yard have to walk back up Castle Road to
access the main site. This is all uphill at a steep gradient and is a physical challenge for
some visitors to walk up.  
 
The proposed land train will provide an alternative to walking and will assist with some
of the accessibility challenges of the site.



Suitable for visitors in wheelchairs and those with mobility problems, parents with
smaller children including pushchairs
To navigate Castle Road, to be able to cope with the gradient and within the Castle
grounds to the Ducal Palace entrance
Vehicle - to be compliant with highway requirements;
To be suitable for a group of school children
Electric, rather than diesel

The land train criteria are as follows:

The journey in the vehicle may also be used for sharing the historic context of the
site (Via verbal tour on the land train), orientation in due course although initially will be
just for accessibility and with no charge.

The introduction of a land train enables the transfer of visitors from Brewhouse Yard
(one of the 2 main arrival points) to the Castle site in order to continue a seamless
visitor experience and realising maximum value for the ticket price paid.

There will be an advertised timetable on the website and at property with detail of how
frequently it will run (every 20 mins). There will be clear information about wheelchair
provision, parking for buggy spaces and details of how the land train will be
accessed. The train will be a free to access part of the visitor experience and
will run all year round, weather allowing.

To facilitate the operation of the Land Train there will be minor changes on Castle Road.
These changes include removing the fixed barriers across the road half way up Castle
Road with automatic barriers operated remotely.

The paving at the top of Castle Road that has become damaged will also be replaced.

An outline of the routes, stops and possible times are shown on the following route
map..
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